
Science Literacy and Reading Articles 
 
Throughout the semester, you will be asked to find Anatomy related articles and given some Anatomy 
related articles to read and write summaries.  The articles will account for 10% of your final average.  
Eight articles are required and the two highest grades will count twice, which will be added at the end of 
the semester.  Follow the guidelines below to write your responses. 
 

 Points 

Summary: 
- Write a complete summary of the article (at least 150 words) with correct 

grammar and spelling and must include information from the beginning, middle, 
and end of the article. 

- Include one sentence explaining the overall purpose of the article (what was it 
about in one sentence) 

 NO PLAGIARISM IS ALLOWED.  Changing one word in a sentence is 
plagiarism and using half of a sentence is plagiarism 

 Limit the use of quotes to 2 and it must be sited using the following (Last 
name of author *space* page number) 

 Ex: (Sintich 28) 
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Reflection: 
- Pick 5 of the questions to answer: 

o What parts did you find interesting and why?  What did you disagree with 
and why?  Were you shocked by anything in the article?  Did you think it 
was boring and why?  What questions came up when you were reading it?  
Would you share this with a friend and why? How does the article relate to 
you?  Why did you pick the article? (If applicable) 

 You can include more than one interesting fact or more than one question 
to complete your 5 sentences 

- Define 2 words that you do not know (or write out 2 definitions even if you know 
all the words in the article) 
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Connections: 
- Determine which body system(s) your article best represents (it can include more 

than one body system) 
- Write at least 4 facts that relate to the body system(s) – this will be information 

not necessarily in your article but things you find from your notes or the textbook 
o This can be definitions of vocab from the body system or important 

information about the system.  This will NOT be random facts about the 
system. 
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Bibliography: 
- Include author, title of article, source (website/magazine/newspaper/app), and 

date (date written or date you retrieved the article) 
- YOU MUST INCLUDE THE COMPLETE WEB ADDRESS IF YOU USED AN ARTICLE 

ONLINE (this will be your source part from above) 

If not 
included, 

it is a 
grade of a 
0 for the 

article 



Helpful Websites and Apps for Finding Articles: 
 

1. www.sciencedaily.com 
2. http://discovermagazine.com/ 
3. Discover Magazine – in classroom 
4. Flipboard – app 
5. Learnist – app 
6. Discovery – app 
7. PopSci (Popular science) – app 
8. Zite – app 

 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/
http://discovermagazine.com/

